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It is presented a theoretical study on electron -CO collisions in the (5-20) eV energy range. Specifically, elastic
differential cross sections (DCS) are calculated using the configuration interaction (CI) method to describe
the target. Static and exchange contributions to the interaction potential are obtained exactly from a CI wave
function with single and double excitations. The DCS are obtained using the Schwinger variational iterative
method (SVIM). It is observed that the discrepancies between Hartree-Fock and CI results are more significant
for low energies and small angles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-molecule scattering is a problem of fundamental
importance to many areas of pure and applied science, such as
radiation physics or modeling of atmosphere and astrophys-
ical systems. In this context it is natural the existence of a
strong interest in both experimental and theoretical aspects of
this problem. In particular extensive experimental studies in
the low energy range (ε ≤ 50 eV) have been performed on a
wide variety of systems from small to more complex mole-
cules. An example of such a system is the CO molecule. It
plays an important role in physical and chemical processes
such as laser, gas discharges and plasmas [1]. In addition this
molecule is a constituent of our own atmosphere and of the
interstellar medium.

Several experimental studies on e−-CO interaction have
been presented in the literature over the past decades. For
instance, rotational excitations cross sections were studied by
Sohn et al. [2] and Gote and Ehrhardt [3], and vibrational
excitation processes by Chutjian and Tanaka [4], Tronc et al.
[5] and Gibson et al. [6]. Cross sections for elastic, vibra-
tional excitations and electronic excitations leading to some
lying states of CO were reported by Middleton et al. [7]; elas-
tic differential cross sections (DCS) measurements have also
been performed by Nickel et al. [8] and elastic and vibrational
cross sections by Jung et al. [9]. In addition a substantial
number of measurements of the total (elastic + inelastic) cross
sections has been presented in the literature [10– 12].

From the theoretical viewpoint several methods have been
used in the study of low-energy electron scattering by mole-
cules (for a review see for example [13]) including multiple
scattering models, the R-matrix method and the Schwinger
variational method, among others. For e−-CO collisions,
however, comparatively to experimental results there are
much less theoretical investigations. Specifically, some ear-
lier studies were carried out at the static-exchange (SE) level
of approximation [14, 15]; Jain and Norcross have used an ex-
act SE plus parameter-free polarization model (SEP) to deter-

mine rotationally elastic and inelastic DCS and integral cross
sections [16] for incident energies up to 10eV. The R-matrix
approach has been used by Morgan [17], Morgan and Ten-
nyson [18], Salvini et al. [19] and also by Gibson et al. [6]
in order to determine cross sections for both elastic and vibra-
tional excitation. A combination of the Schwinger variational
iterative method (SVIM) and the distorted-wave approxima-
tion (DWA) has been used by Lee et al. [20] in the low and
intermediate energy ranges.

In the framework of single channel calculations based on
SVIM, the static and exchange potentials are usually deter-
mined by using a Hartree-Fock (HF) function to describe the
target. In consequence, electronic correlation effects in the
target are not included in these theoretical results. This fact
has consequences for low energy process; for example, elas-
tic DCS present, in some cases, quantitative and/or qualitative
discrepancies when compared to the measured data [21]. In
fact, it is known from modern atomic and molecular electronic
structure theory that the Hartree Fock approximation, while
remarkably successful in most cases, has some limitations and
problems [22– 25]. In particular, in more recent molecular cal-
culations the HF approximation is frequently used as a starting
point for more accurate approximations such as the configu-
ration interaction (CI) method, the multireference CI (MRCI)
and the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), that include
correlation effects [25, 26].

In the present communication we perform a calculation of
elastic e−-CO DCS using the CI method to describe the tar-
get, thus determining both static and exchange potentials. We
will denote this approach by CI-SE model. From our results
it is possible to analyse how the target electronic correlation
(static correlation) influences the elastic DCS at the SE level.
We point out the importance of these calculations for the low
energy range by comparing our method to the conventional
(Hartree-Fock) SVIM in the level SE. In our calculations we
will not consider dynamical correlation (polarization effects).
In fact, our objective here is to show the importance of target
correlation for a reliable description of elastic e−-CO. Hence
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we have considered energies above the resonance region in
order to avoid the superposition of both dynamical and sta-
tic correlation effects since for higher collision energies the
dynamical correlation is known to be less important.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II
we present some theoretical details on the Schwinger varia-
tional iterative method (SVIM) and the CI-SE model. In sec-
tion III we present some details of the calculations. In section
IV we compare our calculated results with experimental data
and other theoretical results reported in the literature. Finally,
in section V, we summarize our conclusions.

II. THEORY

Since the details of the SVIM and the CI method applied
to scattering theory have already been presented in previous
works [27, 28] only a brief outline of the theory will be given
here.

The electron-molecule collision is described by Lippmann-
Schwinger equation

|Θ〉 = |θ〉+G±
0 U |Θ〉 (1)

where |Θ〉 is the state function of the interacting electron-
molecule system, |θ〉 is the corresponding state function with-
out interaction, G±

0 = lim
ε→0

(�2 + k2
0 ± iε)−1 is the free-particle

Green´s operator and U = 2V is the reduced potential oper-
ator. The superscript +(−) denotes the outgoing (incoming)
traveling-wave boundary conditions of the scattering function.

In the single-channel scattering theory and coordinate rep-
resentation, we have

Θ(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN ;�r) = Â(Φ0(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN)ξ(�r))

which satisfies the Schrödinger equation (ĤT −
E)Θ(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN ;�r) = 0, that is(

Ĥ − 1
2
∇2 +∑

A

V (|�r−�rA|)+∑
j

V (|�r−�r j|)−E

)

×Θ(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN ;�r) = 0 (2)

where Â is an antisimetrizer operator, V (|�r−�rA|) is the poten-
tial interaction between the scattering electron and the nucleus
at�rA, V (|�r−�r j|) is the interaction potential between the j-th
electron and the scattering electron; − 1

2∇
2 refers to the ki-

netic operator of the scattering electron and Ĥ, the N-electron
molecule Hamiltonian, is given by

Ĥ =
N

∑
i

h(i)+
N

∑
j<�

1
r j�

(3)

In equation (3) h(i) is the Hamiltonian operator for the i-th
electron moving in the potential of the nuclei A, B, . . . alone
and r j� is the distance between the j-th and �-th electron. For
Ĥ we have

Ĥ|Φ0〉 = E0|Φ0〉 (4)

and by projecting equation (2) on Φ0(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN), we obtain(
∇2 + k2

0

)
ξ(�r) = U0ξ(�r) (5)

where the kinetic energy of the incident electron satisfies
the relation 1

2 k2
0 = E − E0. In this work we have used the

Schwinger variational iterative method (SVIM) [27] for the
calculation of ξ(�r) and the interaction potential U0 is deter-
mined from a target CI (configuration interaction) wavefunc-
tion Φ0(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN).

In SVIM calculation, the continuum wavefunctions are
single-center expanded as

ξ(±)
�k

(�r) =
(

2
π

)1/2 1
k ∑lm

i�ξ(±)
klm(�r)Y ∗

lm(k̂). (6)

In pratice the summation in l, m is truncated to some cutoff
values lc, mc. To proceed, a set of L2 functions is used to rep-
resent the initial trial scattering wavefunction. In our work,
a set of Cartesian Gaussian basis functions R0 is chosen for
this purpose. Improvement of the scattering wavefunctions is
achieved via an iteractive procedure that consists basically of
augmenting the basis set R0 by the set S of the partial-wave

components ξ(±)
klm(�r). The new augmented set, R1 = R0 ∪ S is

used as a new basis for obtaining a new set S′ of improved

wavefunctions ξ(±)
�k

(�r). In the sequence R2 = R0 ∪ S′ is now

used as a new basis set and a set S′′ is determined. Hence we
consider R3 = R0 ∪ S′′ and this procedure is continued until

converged ξ(±)
klm(�r) are obtained [27]. These converged scatter-

ing wavefunctions correspond, in fact, to exact solutions of the
truncated Lippmann-Schwinger equation with SE potential.

The configuration interaction (CI) many-electron function
|Φ0〉 is written, in usual notation, as

|Φ0〉 = C0|ψ0〉+∑
a,r

Cr
a|ψr

a〉+ ∑
a<br<s

Crs
ab|ψrs

ab〉+ . . . (7)

where |ψ0〉 is a Slater determinant obtained from a self-
consistent-field (SCF) Hartree-Fock calculation [29]. The
Slater determinant |ψ0〉 = |χ1χ2 . . .χa . . .χb . . .χN〉 is taken as
reference function with χi = ϕiηi a molecular spin-orbital
(MSO), χ2i−1 = ϕiαi, χ2i = ϕiβi, i = 1,2, . . . ,n; α,β = spin
functions and ϕi = molecular spatial orbitals. The other de-
terminants |ψrs...

ab...〉 are obtained from |ψ0〉 by considering ex-
citations from the occupied MSOs χa,χb, . . . to virtual MSOs
χr,χs, . . .. The coefficients Cr

a, Crs
ab, ... are determined by

diagonalizing the target Hamiltonian Ĥ given in equation
(3). Specifically, in the case where we have a finite basis
set of 2K ≥ N MSOs we can construct M =

(2K
N

)
different

N−electron Slater determinants and use these determinants as
a basis set to expand the exact many-electron function |Φ0〉.

In the present study the e−-molecule potential scattering is
obtained by using |Φ0〉 given by equation (7). Explicity, we
have UCI = 2V S

CI +2V E
CI where

V S
CIξ(�r) =∑

i, j
f (i, j)〈χi| 1

|�r′−�r| |χ j〉ξ(�r) (8)
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and

V E
CIξ(�r) =∑

i, j
g(i, j)〈χi| 1

|�r′−�r| |ξ〉ϕ j(�r)η j (9)

In equations (8) and (9) a numerical integration with re-
spect to the�r′ coordinates is performed and the numerical fac-
tors f (i, j) and g(i, j) result dependent on the CI coefficients
C0,Cs′

a′ ,C
s′t ′
a′b′ , . . ., C∗

0 ,Cs∗
a ,Cst∗

ab , . . .; they are, therefore, respon-
sible by the inclusion of the electronic correlation in the de-
termination of the interaction potential U0. We have imple-
mented a set of computational programs to evaluate all factors
f (i, j) and g(i, j). They are calculated after the CI equations
have been solved.

III. CALCULATIONS

In this study the SE potential has been calculated from a
CI many-electron function. We have also used a HF target
solution, for comparison. Double Zeta basis sets were used
in both the HF and CI calculations, performed using the stan-
dard quantum chemistry code GAMESS [30]. The numerical
factors f (i, j) and g(i, j) were determined by our computer
codes. We have limited the partial-wave expansions of the
continuum wavefunction as well as of the T-matrix elements
up to �max = 12. Our results shown below were all converged
within five iterations. The normalization of all bound orbitals
were better than 0.9998. The basis set R0 used for the calcula-
tion of the initial trial scattering functions is shown in Table1.

TABLE I: Basis set for the calculation of initial trial scattering func-
tions

Symmetry Basis functions Exponents
σ s 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2

z 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.3
π x 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2

xz 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.3
δ and higher xy 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2

The CO molecule is linear and the experimental equilib-
rium length is 2.132 au. Our target-correlated CI calculation
was performed at the SDCI (CI calculation with single and
double excitations) level. The resulting SDCI wavefunction
was composed by 969 CSF (configuration state function) with
3784 determinants. The energy of the SDCI wavefunction re-
sulted -112.873 au, to be compared with our Hartree-Fock
energy of −112.684 au and with the Hartree-Fock limit of
−112.789 au [31]. The corresponding DCS were noted by
HF results and SDCI results.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In figures (1- 5) we compare our calculated DCS using CI-
SE model for elastic e−-CO scattering with some available

experimental data [6, 8, 32] and DCS obtained from the usual
HF calculations [6, 16, 33]. An analysis of these results shows
that in the (5−20) eV energy range all the calculated DCS in
the CI-SE model agree better with the experimental results,
both in shape and magnitude, than those obtained from the
usual HF wavefunctions. Particularly for energies below 15
eV the good agreement between our calculated CI-DCS and
the available experimental values is very meaningful since in
this energy range correlation effects are expected to be im-
portant. This confirms the validity of our description of elas-
tic collision via the use the CI-method to describe the target
and to calculate the interaction potential. In particular for en-
ergy ε = 15eV the comparison of our DCS with existing ex-
perimental values shows an excellent agreement, both quali-
tatively and quantitatively. For energies ε ≥ 15 eV we note
that the differences between CI-DCS and HF-DCS are less
pronounced, thus confirming that the electronic correlation is
more important at lower energies. In fact for 5≤ ε≤ 15 eV the
DCS obtained using the usual HF are overestimated at small
(θ < 60o) scattering angles, underestimated for θ > 130o and
in very strong disagreement when compared to the available
experimental data. Our CI-DCS results, however, are in very
good agreement with these experimental values.
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FIG. 1: DCS for elastic electron scattering from CO at energy of
5.0eV. — — , present SDCI results;— — — , present HF results;
· · · · · ·, theoretical results of Gibson et al. [6]; — · — , theoretical
results of Jain and Norcross [16]; 	, experimental data of Gibson et
al. [6] and , experimental data of Tanaka et al. [32].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a study of elastic e−-CO collisions at the
SE level using the CI method to describe the target. In conse-
quence this CI-SE model includes target electronic correlation
effects (static-correlation). Our CI results were obtained with
single (S) and double (D) excitations and the corresponding
DCS were compared to the available experimental values and
to the usual HF results. Meyer et al [34, 35] in their study of
N2-resonance shape found that it is necessary a multireference
CI (MRCI) calculation to obtain a reliable description of the
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FIG. 2: DCS for elastic electron scattering CO at energy of 7.5eV:
— — , present SDCI results; — — — , present HF results; · · · · · ·, the-
oretical results of Gibson et al. [6]; — · — , theoretical results of Jain
and Norcross [16] ; 	, experimental data of Gibson et al. [6] and ,
experimental data of Tanaka et al. [32].
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FIG. 3: DCS for elastic electron scattering CO at energy of 10eV:
— — , present SDCI results; — — — , present HF results; 	, experi-
mental data of Gibson et al. [6] and , experimental data of Tanaka
et al. [32].

potential in the (2-5) eV energy range. Here we have studied
elastic e−-CO collisions and considered energies above the
resonance region in order to avoid the superposition of both
dynamic and static correlation effects since for higher colli-
sion energies dynamical correlation becomes less important.
In fact the main goal of our work is to show the importance
of static (isolated target) correlation and this could be hardly
done at the resonance energy. On the contrary, the role played
by the static polarization is clearly seen at slightly higher en-
ergies.

Our results for the elastic e−-CO scattering in the (5-20)
eV energy range using a SE-potential obtained from CI wave-
functions show that, at these energies: (i) for a given atomic
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FIG. 4: DCS for elastic electron scattering CO at energy of 15eV:
— — , present SDCI results; — — — , present HF results; — · · — ,
theoretical results of Rolles et al. [33] and , experimental data of
Tanaka et al. [32].
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FIG. 5: DCS for elastic electron scattering CO at energy of 20eV:
— — , present SDCI results; — — — , present HF results; 	, experi-
mental data of Gibson et al. [6] and • , experimental data of Nickel
et al. [8].

basis set (DZV in our case) higher-than-double excitations are
not needed to be included in the CI expansion, since a con-
ventional SDCI calculation is capable of providing theoretical
results of DCS in good agreement with experimental values;
(ii) in the entire energy range studied here, the CI-DCS are al-
ways in better agreement with the available experimental val-
ues when compared to the usual HF results at the SE level;
(iii) for energies ε ≥ 15 eV the difference between CI-DCS
and HF-DCS are less pronounced i.e. the target electronic
(static) correlation effects are more important for lower ener-
gies. A study of elastic e−-CO scattering in resonance energy
range, aiming to determine the static, exchange and polariza-
tion contributions and to analyze their influence on the DCS
using our CI-model, is now in process and will be presented
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in near future.
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